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Vanessa Amily()
 
I have never been good with talking of myself. However I'll try. To begin, I guess
you can say I'm obviously a poet. It's not something I can live without, so I write
very often. Every day I at least have 10 poems written. Though you can observe
I haven't published them here yet, or possibly never will, I however, will publish
few and mostly ones that comes to my mind while present  But for my books, I
guess you can say it's very private. Isn't all poetry? Its a feeling that none can
understand and must set er others are left unspoken to cherish and lock in the
heart. With that being said, It wasn't long ago since I started. Two years to be
exact, though can precisely remember the date and time. It can't be help when
feeling nervous when others are to judge you. Who knows what horrible
comments might blurt out, but that is why we do our best and keep moving
forward. I used to suck at writting poems, mostly the result of aiming to use
external rhyme and no feelings were expressed. I once wrote a short little poem
that went like this. 'A poet writes a poem, with empty words. A reader reads a
poem, with these empty words. A reader feels no passion, connection nor
effection of the poem. A poem is simply a poem with empty lyrics.' And I realize
that the more they criticized about my work, the less faith I had in myself, low
self asteen embraced me. I felt no good, but that only gave me more reasons to
write. I picked up my book, careless about my rhyming and wrote whatever
came to mind and it was amazing. A shock for everyone, how I have improved in
a short amount of time. So keep on writing. Though the world might loses faith in
you, you have to believe in yourself for they won't ever. So please don't ever
listen to what none say and keep on going. No looking back.
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Farewell Hope
 
Look at it,
Far away now
I remember when I'd hold it close to my heart
Promising to never let it slip
But guess who was wrong
 
It was the only thing that kept me together
And look at me, what am I by the way?
I can't recall the stranger staring back at me
Imitating me when I glance at the mirror
 
Strange,
But now it have gone
There's not a thing I can do about it
To make it return,
To the life it once belonged to
 
Because it have simply gone
My only one hope have gone
 
Vanessa Amily
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Take Me Away
 
Take me where the broken ones are healed
Take where the hopeless ones gain hope
Take me to a place where I'll forever find peace
Take me here, take me there
Oh just take me away
 
For I shall find relief
For no longer shall I feel the grief
Far far from this place
Take me here, take me there
Oh just take me away
 
Where happiness remains
Take me where love are true
Where hatred are abandoned
Where hearts are no more than pure
Take me far away from here
Take me to your heaven
Oh Lord, just tell me
What must I do, for I to be forgiven
For I to feel your presence again
'Cause words aren't deep enough
To express the pain I feel without you around
The pain lay deep inside,
seeking deeper and deeper for a place to rest
And just need you to take me away
In this blink of an eye
 
Vanessa Amily
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